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Binary quantum information can be fault tolerantly encoded in states defined in infinite dimen-
sional Hilbert spaces. Such states define a computational basis, and permit a perfect equivalence
between continuous and discrete universal operations. The drawback of this encoding is that the
corresponding logical states are unphysical, meaning infinitely localized in phase space. We use the
modular variables formalism to show that, in a number of protocols relevant for quantum infor-
mation and for the realization of fundamental tests of quantum mechanics, it is possible to loosen
the requirements on the logical subspace without jeopardizing their usefulness or their successful
implementation. Such protocols involve measurements of appropriately chosen modular variables
that permit the readout of the encoded discrete quantum information from the corresponding logical
states. Finally, we demonstrate the experimental feasibility of our approach by applying it to the
transverse degrees of freedom of single photons.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ta, 03.65.Ud, 03.67.-a
I. INTRODUCTION
Following classical protocols, quantum information
protocols were initially formulated in terms of qubits that
are manipulated unitarily in order to realize computa-
tional and communication tasks that may over perform
their classical analogs [1]. A different, but widespread
approach to process quantum information involves using
continuous variables (CV) [2]. Among the most impor-
tant advances in the field of CV quantum information
are the realization of quantum teleportation [3, 4], as
well as quantum cryptography protocols, which rely on
states defined in a continuous variables representation
[5, 6]. Universality for manipulation of continuous vari-
ables quantum states was defined in Ref. [7], and subse-
quently measurement based quantum computation was
generalized from the discrete to the continuous realm
[8, 9].
Manipulating quantum information in continuous or
discrete variables, on its usual circuit based formulation,
involves the application of unitary gates. While such
gates, in the discrete variable (DV) case can be expressed
in terms of SU(2) transformations, a general unitary in
CV is composed by polynomials of conjugate operators
with a continuous unbounded spectrum, such as position
and momentum of a particle, or the electromagnetic field
quadratures. Even though, in the general case, a direct
correspondence between universal operations in DV and
CV has not been established, it was shown by Gottesman,
∗Electronic address: andreas.ketterer@univ-paris-diderot.fr
†Electronic address: perola.milman@univ-paris-diderot.fr
Kitaev and Preskill (GKP) in Ref. [10], that such a cor-
respondence exists for a family of states that, while being
defined in CV, can be used to encode a qubit. Moreover,
the GKP encoding is also at the heart of the demon-
stration showing that fault-tolerant measurement-based
quantum computation with CV cluster states is possible
[11].
A drawback of this encoding is that it relies on non-
physical states. Furthermore, physical states that are
close to them are of extremely challenging experimental
realization with optical field quadratures. In addition,
the GKP encoding has the specific purpose of quantum
computation applications. In the more general context
of quantum mechanics, quantum computing presents the
particular aspect of requiring measurements realized in
the computational basis only. However, a number of im-
portant quantum mechanics or quantum information re-
lated tasks, such as Bell inequalities violation [12], quan-
tum state tomography [13], and fundamental tests of
quantum mechanics [14, 15], rather rely on the recovery
of binary information through the measurement of differ-
ent mutually unbiased bases. For these applications, one
should build a formalism offering an analogy of Pauli ma-
trices in phase space not only from the operational point
of view, as proposed in [10], but also from a measur-
able perspective. Moreover, in order to build a complete
toolbox to manipulate and measure discrete quantum in-
formation encoded in CV, one should also define how to
perform rotations between different measurement bases.
In the present article we create a framework to manip-
ulate and measure binary quantum information encoded
in continuous variables using the formalism of modular
variables (MV) [16], which allows us to naturally identify
discrete structures in continuous variable states. We fur-
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2ther introduce adapted operations and observables which
enable us to manipulate and readout the encoded discrete
quantum information in terms of the corresponding CV
logical states. Our formulation shows that, if one is in-
terested in recovering quantum information by measuring
binary observables defined in CV, one can loosen the re-
quirements imposed on the GKP states. Our results have
immediate experimental impact which we demonstrate
by applying them to the transverse degrees of freedom of
single photons.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next
section we give an introduction to the modular variables
formalism, including the definition of the modular po-
sition and momentum operators and the resulting rep-
resentation in terms of their common eigenstates. In
Sec. III we present our main results and show how to
process discrete quantum information encoded in logi-
cal states expressed in the modular variables represen-
tation. Further on, measurements of judiciously chosen
modular variables are revealed to enable the readout the
encoded discrete quantum information from the corre-
sponding logical states. Section IV is devoted to the dis-
cussion of an experimental implementation of our ideas
using the transverse degrees of freedom of single photons.
Finally, we conclude in Sec. V.
II. MODULAR VARIABLES FORMALISM
A. Definition of modular variables and the
modular representation
In the modular variables (MV) formalism, pairs of
canonically conjugate observables are expressed in terms
of modular and integer parts, respectively. In the case of
the position and momentum operators this leads to [16]:
xˆ = Nˆ`+ ˆ¯x, pˆ = Mˆ
2pi
`
+ ˆ¯p, (1)
where h¯ = 1, Nˆ (Mˆ) has integer eigenvalues, and ˆ¯x =
(xˆ+`/4)mod[`]−`/4 (ˆ¯p = (pˆ+pi/`)mod[2pi/`]−pi/`) is the
modular position (momentum) operator with eigenvalues
in the interval [−`/4, 3`/4[ ([−pi/`, pi/`[) (see Fig. 1 (a)
and (b)). The center of the domains containing modular
variables x¯ and p¯ is not of further importance and was
chosen for future convenience.
The separation (1), in modular and integer parts,
proved itself useful for the detection of entanglement in
spatial interference patterns [17–19]. Furthermore, mea-
surements of more general modular variables, namely pe-
riodic functions of position and momentum operators,
have been used recently in proposals to test the Clauser-
Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) [20, 21], the Leggett-Garg
[22, 23] and noncontextuality inequalities [24–26]. Later
on, in Sec. III C, we provide a general framework suit-
able to deal with measurements of such modular variables
based on the above introduced modular representation.
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FIG. 1: Schematic representation of (a) the unbounded po-
sition and momentum eigenspectrum together with their dis-
cretization into boxes of length ` and 2pi/`, respectively, and
of (b) the bounded spectra of the modular position and mo-
mentum operator. The red arrows indicate the displacements
implementing the logical Pauli operators Xˆ, Yˆ , and Zˆ. (c)
Representation of the transverse distribution of a single pho-
ton created in a source S with a Gaussian wave function which
is transformed into a periodic diffraction pattern by passing
through a grating with slit distance L. In experiments, such a
diffraction grating can be implemented easily using a spatial
light modulator (SLM).
Further on it can be shown that the modular posi-
tion and momentum operators, ˆ¯x and ˆ¯p, commute [16]:
[ˆ¯x, ˆ¯p] = 0, which leads to the definition of the modular
basis {|x¯, p¯〉|x¯ ∈ [−`/4, 3`/4[, p¯ ∈ [−pi/`, pi/`[}, consist-
ing of the common eigenstates of the these two modular
operators. Consequently, in terms of the modular basis
we can write |Ψ〉 = ∫ 3`/4−`/4 ∫ pi/`−pi/` dx¯dp¯ Ψ(x¯, p¯) |x¯, p¯〉, with
a normalized wave function Ψ(x¯, p¯) written in the mod-
ular representation. The modular representation is espe-
cially convenient when dealing with periodically symmet-
ric states, e.g. the GKP states. As a matter of fact, using
the definition of [10] and the notation {|0¯〉, |1¯〉} for the
logical GKP qubits, one has simply that, in the modular
basis: |x¯ = 0, p¯ = 0〉 = |0¯〉 and |x¯ = `/2, p¯ = 0〉 = |1¯〉,
showing that the GKP states naturally emerge from the
modular basis. A formal definition of the modular basis
and related expressions, as well as an example of Ψ(x¯, p¯)
will be discussed in the next section.
Formally, the modular eigenstates |x¯, p¯〉 can be defined
as superposition of position or momentum eigenstates
(distinguished by subscripts x and p, respectively):
|x¯, p¯〉 =
√
`
2pi
+∞∑
n=−∞
eip¯n`|x¯+ n`〉x, (2)
=
√
1
`
e−ip¯x¯
+∞∑
m=−∞
e−i2pimx¯/`|p¯+m2pi/`〉p, (3)
3fulfilling the completeness and the orthogonality relation:
1 =
∫ 3`/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯|x¯, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|, (4)
〈x¯, p¯|x¯′, p¯′〉 = δ(`)(x¯− x¯′)δ(2pi/`)(p¯− p¯′). (5)
where δ(`)(x¯) and δ(2pi/`)(p¯) are Dirac δ functions defined
on the intervals [−`/4, 3`/4[ and [−pi/`, pi/`[, respectively
(for brevity, we will omit in the following the superscripts
` and 2pi/`). Inversely, we can define the position and mo-
mentum eigenstates in terms of the new modular eigen-
states, as:
|x〉x = |x¯+ n`〉x =
√
`
2pi
∫ pi/`
pi/`
dp¯ e−ip¯n`|x¯, p¯〉, (6)
|p〉p = |p¯+m2pi
`
〉p =
√
1
`
∫ 3`/4
−`/4
dx¯ eix¯p¯ei2pimx¯/`|x¯, p¯〉.
(7)
Hence, an arbitrary state in position representation
|Ψ〉 = ∫ dx Ψ(x)|x〉 transformed to the modular repre-
sentation, reads:
|Ψ〉 =
∫ 3`/4
−`/4
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dx¯dp¯Ψ(x¯, p¯)|x¯, p¯〉, (8)
where
Ψ(x¯, p¯) =
√
`
2pi
∞∑
n=−∞
Ψ(n`+ x¯)e−inp¯`, (9)
is called modular wave function of |Ψ〉. The same rep-
resentation was introduced by J. Zak in 1967 under the
term k, q-representation [27].
B. Examples of modular wave functions
The modular variables representation is particularly
well suited for wave functions that obey a certain peri-
odicity in position or momentum space. For example,
the state |ψc〉 =
∑+∞
n=−∞|Ln〉x, representing a comb of δ
functions with distance L in position space, becomes in
the modular representation |0, 0〉, namely a single δ peak
at the origin, if we set ` = L. This state, together with
|`/2, 0〉, are examples of the logical qubit state introduced
in the GKP paper [10].
Instead, a more physical state can be obtained if we
replace the δ comb by a comb of finitely squeezed Gaus-
sian spikes with width ∆ and a Gaussian envelope with
width 1/κ (see Fig. 2(b)). The wave function of such a
state in position representation, reads:
ΨG,c(x) =
N
(pi∆2)
1
4
e−(xκ)
2/2
∞∑
n=−∞
e−(x−nL)
2/2∆2 , (10)
with a normalization factor N . In the limit ∆/L  1
and κL  1, of a large envelope and sufficiently thin
spikes, respectively, the latter can be approximated by
N ≈
√
Lκ/
√
pi. Then, transforming Eq. (10) to the
modular representation with the help of Eq. (3), yields:
ΨG,c(x¯, p¯) = T (x¯)C(p¯), (11)
where
T (x¯) =
1
(pi∆2)
1
4
∑
n
e−(x¯−n`)
2/2∆2 , (12)
C(p¯) =
1
(piκ2)
1
4
∑
m
e−(p¯−m2pi/`)
2/2κ2 , (13)
and ` = L. To obtain the above result we used
that according to the Poisson sum formula we have√
a
∑
m e
−pia(m−b)2 =
∑
n e
2piinbe−pin
2/a, and that in the
limit of large Gaussian envelopes we can approximate
e−xκ
2/2 ≈ e−(nLκ)2/2. A possible experimental plat-
form allowing for the production of such periodic states
is given by the transverse degrees of freedom of single
photons, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c).
III. QUANTUM INFORMATION PROCESSING
FRAMEWORK
A. Logical states
Labeling quantum states using bounded continuous
variables enables the definition of two disjoint sets of
equal size for each one of the variables. Such a splitting
can be done in infinitely many ways, and in order to illus-
trate the principles of our ideas we discuss in detail the
splitting of the domain of the variable x¯ into two subin-
tervals [−`/4, `/4[ and [`/4, 3`/4[. As a consequence, we
obtain a continuum of two-level systems spanned by the
states {|x¯, p¯〉, |x¯ + `/2, p¯〉} in terms of which we can ex-
press a general state |Ψ〉 as:
|Ψ〉 =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯f(x¯, p¯)|Ψ˜(x¯, p¯)〉, (14)
where
|Ψ˜(x¯, p¯)〉 = cos
(
θ(x¯, p¯)
2
)
|x¯, p¯〉
+ sin
(
θ(x¯, p¯)
2
)
eiφ(x¯,p¯)|x¯+ `/2, p¯〉. (15)
with a complex function f(x¯, p¯) such that∫ `/4
−`/4 dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/` dp¯|f(x¯, p¯)|2 = 1 and two real functions,
θ(x¯, p¯) and φ(x¯, p¯), defined on [−`/4, `/4[×[−pi/`, pi/`[.
The mathematical expressions allowing to switch back
and forth between the position and modular represen-
tation can be found in Appendix A. Equation (14) can
4be seen as a weighted continuous superposition of pure
qubit states |Ψ˜(x¯, p¯)〉 for each subspace with fixed x¯
and p¯. We stress that, so far, no approximation has
been made, and state (14) is simply an alternative way
of writing an arbitrary state expressed in a continuous
basis. Note that the choice of ` is also arbitrary, and
modifying it for a given state modifies the definition of
the functions appearing in (14) and (15).
In the following, in order to encode discrete quantum
information in CV states, we assume that θ(x¯, p¯) = θ and
φ(x¯, p¯) = φ are constant functions such that Eq. (14) be-
comes |Ψ〉 = cos (θ/2)|0L〉+ sin (θ/2)eiφ|1L〉 with logical
qubit states, defined as:
|0L〉 =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯f(x¯, p¯)|x¯, p¯〉, (16)
|1L〉 =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯f(x¯, p¯)|x¯+ `/2, p¯〉, (17)
The logical qubit states (16) and (17) reflect a di-
chotomization of the Hilbert space with respect to the
modular position x¯. The exact choice of f(x¯, p¯) is arbi-
trary as long as it emerges from a properly defined modu-
lar wave function Ψ(x¯, p¯) (see Appendix A). In Fig. 2(a)
we plot the modulo square of these states in the case
where f(x¯, p¯) is given by a two dimensional Gaussian
function centered at the origin with standard deviations
∆ and κ in the modular position and momentum vari-
ables, respectively. In position space the same states
are represented by two shifted combs of Gaussian spikes
with width ∆ and Gaussian envelope of width κ−1 (see
Fig. 2(b)). This example corresponds to the well known
non-perfect GKP states introduced in [10].
We now discuss the manipulation of the introduced
logical states through appropriate unitary operations and
their analogy to ordinary Pauli matrices.
B. Logical operations
In this section, we introduce some single qubit logi-
cal operations acting on the qubit structure (A9) that
is naturally embedded in every state |Ψ〉. We start
by expressing the single mode phase space displace-
ment operator Dˆ(∆x,∆p) = exp(i∆pxˆ − i∆xpˆ) =
exp(i∆pxˆ) exp(−i∆xpˆ) exp(−i∆x∆p/2) in the modular
representation. To do so, we calculate first its action on
a modular eigenstate (3), yielding:
Dˆ(∆x,∆p) = e−i
∆x∆p
2
∫ 3`/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ei(p¯+∆p)(x¯+∆x)
× e−ip¯(x¯+∆x)|x¯+ ∆x, p¯+ ∆p〉〈x¯, p¯|. (18)
Over-lined expressions denote the corresponding modular
parts in position or momentum, respectively. Equation
(18) shows that a phase space displacement by (∆x,∆p)
leads to a displacement of the corresponding modular po-
sition and momentum accompanied by the generation of
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FIG. 2: (color online) (a) Density plots of the probability dis-
tributions of the logical states |0L〉 and |1L〉, respectively, in
the modular representation (see Eq. (14)) with f(x¯, p¯), θ(x¯, p¯)
and φ(x¯, p¯) chosen as explained in the text and ` = 2
√
pi. The
full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of the distributions
are indicated by ∆˜ = 2
√
2 ln 2∆ and κ˜ = 2
√
2 ln 2κ. (b) Plot
of the wave function ψ0,1(x) of the same two logical states
in the position representation. In momentum space the same
functions with switched roles of ∆˜ and κ˜ represent the logical
states |±L〉 = 1√2 (|0L〉 ± |1L〉).
additional phase factors. The latter encode information
about the change of the discrete position and momentum
values, `Nˆ and 2pi/`Mˆ , induced by the displacement.
1. Pauli and Weyl-Heisenberg operators
Now, by setting the displacements in Eq. (18) equal
(∆x = 0, ∆p = 2pi/`) and (∆x = `/2, ∆p = 0), respec-
tively, and by splitting the x¯-integration we reveal the
following two operators:
Zˆ = e2piixˆ/` =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ e2piix¯/`σˆz(x¯, p¯), (19)
Xˆ = e−ipˆ`/2 =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ e−ip¯`/2σˆx(x¯, p¯), (20)
where
σˆx(x¯, p¯) = ||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯||+ ||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯||,(21)
σˆz(x¯, p¯) = ||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|| − ||x¯+ `/2, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯||,(22)
with {||x¯, p¯〉, ||x¯ + `/2, p¯〉} = {e−ip¯`/4|x¯, p¯〉, eip¯`/4|x¯ +
`/2, p¯〉}. We thus see that the Weyl-Heisenberg opera-
tors act as ordinary Pauli operators (σˆz and σˆx) on each
of the qubit subspaces defined by {||x¯, p¯〉, ||x¯ + `/2, p¯〉}.
The analog of the third Pauli operator σˆy can be obtained
from the product of the former two Yˆ = iXˆ†Zˆ†, yielding:
Yˆ =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ eip¯`/2−2piix¯/`σˆy(x¯, p¯), (23)
5with
σˆy(x¯, p¯) = i(||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯|| − ||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯||).
(24)
On the other hand, using the commutation rules for
the phase space displacement operator, we find that
Xˆ†Zˆ† = −iDˆ†(`/2, 2pi/`), yielding Yˆ = Dˆ†(`/2, 2pi/`).
Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the three displacements
implementing the logical Pauli operations (19), (20) and
(23), form a triangular in phase space that encloses an
area of pi/2. The latter is closely related to the fact that
the anti-commutators between the displacements (20),
(19) and (23), vanish [25], yielding the anti-commutation
relations of our logical Pauli operators:
{Zˆ, Xˆ} = {Zˆ, Yˆ } = {Xˆ, Yˆ } = 0, (25)
as expected form the algebra of Pauli matrices.
However, despite the similarities, the logical opera-
tions defined above are not completely equivalent to a
Pauli algebra in the general case. This becomes apparent
from their commutation relations which are found to be
[Xˆ, Yˆ ] = 2iZˆ†, [Zˆ, Xˆ] = 2iYˆ † and [Yˆ , Zˆ] = 2iXˆ†. They
resemble those of the Pauli matrices, but since the oper-
ators Xˆ, Yˆ and Zˆ are not hermitian, they deviate in the
fact that the commutator between each of them yields
the adjoint of the third one. We further note that, in
the subspace spanned by the GPK states |0¯〉 and |1¯〉, the
operators Xˆ, Yˆ and Zˆ are Hermitian (Xˆ = Xˆ†, Yˆ = Yˆ †
and Zˆ = Zˆ†). Hence, in this subspace, the above com-
mutation relations become equal to those of a real Pauli
algebra.
The fact that we are dealing with a nonperfect Pauli
algebra has some consequences. For instance, if we cal-
culate the square of one of the logical Pauli operators we
get:
Zˆ2 = e4piixˆ/` =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ e4piix¯/`1(x¯, p¯), (26)
with 1(x¯, p¯) = ||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|| + ||x¯+ `/2, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯|| ,
which differs from an identity through the appearance
of an x¯ dependent phase factor under the integral. Simi-
larly, such phase factors also appear when manipulating
the states |0L〉 and |1L〉 with one of the logical opera-
tions (19), (20) or (23). We will see later on that these
phase factors become irrelevant if one considers only pro-
tocols involving a specific class of modular variables as
readout observables. In light of the definition of these
readout observables, which will be given in Sec. III C, we
will also introduce appropriate rotation operators allow-
ing to perform measurements according to different mu-
tually unbiased bases of the logical space (see Sec. III D).
Consequently, the logical states and Pauli operations, to-
gether with the modular readout observables and the cor-
responding rotations (see Secs. III C and III D), establish
a solid framework to handle CV quantum information
from a quantum measurement point of view.
2. Clifford gates:
A qubit phase gate Pˆ can be realized using the shear
operation eixˆ
2/(2d2) with d = `/(2
√
pi). It transforms the
logical Pauli operators, (19) and (20), as:
Xˆ →
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯e2piix¯/`−ip¯`/2σˆy(x¯, p¯) = iZˆXˆ,(27)
and Zˆ → Zˆ. In this case, the shear implements a rota-
tion of Xˆ around the z-axis of the Bloch sphere. Further
on, the Hadamard gate Hˆ can be directly realised using
a rescaled Fourier transform Fˆ = eipi4 (xˆ2/d2+pˆ2d2), with
d chosen as above, which transforms the logical Pauli
operators as Xˆ → Zˆ and Zˆ → Xˆ−1. In combination
with the above defined logical phase-gate, we can define
the Fourier transformed shear eipˆ
2d2/2 which then im-
plements a pi/2-rotation of Zˆ around the x-axis, namely
Zˆ → Yˆ and Xˆ → −Yˆ . Finally, the two-qubit Clifford
generator CˆNOT can be realized by the two-mode Gaus-
sian unitary e−ixˆa⊗pˆb which implements the operations
Xˆa⊗ Xˆb → Xˆa⊗ Xˆb−a and Zˆa⊗ Zˆb → Xˆa+b⊗ Zˆb, with
a, b = 0, 1. Note, that the logical controlled-phase gate
CˆZ follows from CˆNOT by an additional application of Fˆ
on the second mode.
Note that these logical operations implement the de-
sired Clifford group operation only when acting on per-
fect GKP logical states |0, 0〉 and |`/2, 0〉. Therefore, the
finite squeezing of the logical states |0L〉 and |1L〉 leads
to a faulty implementation of the above defined logical
Clifford operations which manifests itself by a washing
out of the signal [9]. In order to circumvent such er-
rors one can apply GKP error correction to the encoded
states [10, 11, 28], which keeps the squeezing on a tolera-
ble level. This problem does not occur if we manipulate
our logical qubits with the rotation operator defined in
Sec. III D. An experimental implementation of these ro-
tations using the transverse degrees of freedom of single
photons will be discussed later on in Sec. IV.
We will move on now and show how measurements
of suitably defined modular variables allow to retrieve
binary quantum information that is encoded in terms of
our modular logical states.
C. State readout with modular variables
We start by defining the observables Γˆβ , which are the
analogous to the Pauli matrices from the point of view
of a measurement:
Γˆβ =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ ζβ(x¯, p¯)σˆβ(x¯, p¯), (28)
with β = x, y, z, ζβ(x¯, p¯) a real and bounded function
and σˆβ(x¯, p¯) defined as in Eqs. (21), (22) and (24). As
we show in Appendix B 1, the sum over β of the modulo
squares of the expectation value of these observables is
6bounded by (maxx¯,p¯,β |ζβ(x¯, p¯)|)2. Moreover, restricted
to our logical space, defined by |0L〉 and |1L〉, these ex-
pectation values can be expressed as
〈Γˆβ〉 = Kβ〈σˆβ〉, (29)
where
Kβ =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ ζβ(x¯, p¯)|f(x¯, p¯)|2, (30)
and 〈σ〉 = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ). Hence, we find
that the expectation values of the observables (28) are
proportional to the Bloch vector of the encoded qubit
states, whereas the proportionality factors are deter-
mined by the overlap of |f(x¯, p¯)|2 with ζβ(x¯, p¯). We can
also define spatial and temporal correlators among ob-
servables of the kind of Eq. (28), which have already been
proven to be useful in the context of testing quantum me-
chanical properties in CV in [20, 22, 25, 26, 29, 30]. All
these works involve measurements of particularly chosen
modular variables that can be expressed in the form of
Eq. (28).
The form of the operators (28) is chosen so as to be
operationally analogous to the logical Pauli operations,
defined in Eqs. (19), (20) and (23). Interestingly, un-
wanted phase factors, appearing when manipulating the
states |0L〉 and |1L〉 with some logical operation, dis-
appear. For instance, if we consider the operator Zˆ2
(see Eq. (26)) and apply it to an arbitrary state of the
logical space |Ψ〉 = cos θ|0L〉 + sin θeiφ|1L〉, we obtain
|Ψ′〉 = Zˆ2|Ψ〉, where |Ψ′〉 differs from |Ψ〉 by a modular
position (momentum) dependent phase factor, but we
have 〈Γˆβ〉ψ = 〈Γˆβ〉ψ′ , for all β = x, y, z. Therefore, for
implementations of protocols involving measurements of
the expectation values 〈Γˆβ〉|ψ〉, the Zˆ2 operator acts as
the identity. Similarly, phase factors that appear due to
the application of the logical Pauli operations (19), (20)
and (23) to a logical state |Ψ〉, are invisible to measure-
ments of the expectation values of (28). Consequently,
this allows one to establish a solid framework for han-
dling discrete quantum information encoded in the CV
logical states |0L〉 and |1L〉.
In Appendix B 2, we discuss the conditions a general
phase space observable F (xˆ, pˆ), where F is a real-valued
function, has to fulfill such that it can be written in the
form (28). In general, we find that the observables (28)
are given by periodic phase space observables, meaning
observables that can be expressed as:
F (xˆ, pˆ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
m=−∞
dn,me
2piinxˆ/L−iL′mpˆ, (31)
where dn,m are complex Fourier coefficients obeying the
normalization condition
∑∞
n=−∞
∑∞
m=−∞ |dn,m|2 = 1,
and L and L′ denote to the periodicities in position and
momentum of the corresponding phase space represen-
tation of F (xˆ, pˆ). All three observables (28) can be ex-
pressed as (31) with different choices of dn,m, L and L
′
(see Appendix B 2).
Examples of such observables are, for instance, Re(Xˆ),
Re(Yˆ ) and Re(Zˆ), where ζx(x¯, p¯) = cos (p¯`/2), ζy(x¯, p¯) =
cos (2pix¯/`− p¯`/2) and ζz(x¯, p¯) = cos (2pix¯/`). We note
that the general definition of the observables (28) leads
only in the case ζβ(x¯, p¯) = 1, for all β, to a real set
of Pauli operators. However, if one wants to favour the
experimental accessibility of such observables via posi-
tive operator valued measurements (see Sec. IV C 2 and
Ref. [31]), it is desirable to keep the freedom of choice
of the functions ζβ(x¯, p¯). This leads, in the general case
where ζβ(x¯, p¯) is given by a continuous function, to an
operator with a continuous spectrum.
D. Arbitrary rotations
Once we have created the possibility of retrieving quan-
tum information through measurement of binary observ-
ables defined in CV, one can complete the set of qubit
like operations by defining arbitrary rotations on the en-
coded subspaces. However, since the operators Xˆ, Yˆ
and Zˆ are unitary but not hermitian, arbitrary rotations
cannot be generated by simply exponentiating them with
the proper multiplicative factors, as is true for the Pauli
matrices [1]. This can be done only if we consider the
operators (28) in the special case, ζβ(x¯, p¯) = 1, for all x¯,
p¯ and β (in the following denoted by Γˆ1β), which then can
be used to define
ei
φ
2 (Γˆ
1·n) = cos
(
φ
2
)
1 + i sin
(
φ
2
)
(Γˆ
1 · n), (32)
where Γˆ
1
= (Γˆ1x, Γˆ
1
y, Γˆ
1
z) and n = (nx, ny, nz) indicates
the axis of rotation. Equation (32) allows to perform
rotations of the general observables (28) without chang-
ing the function ζβ(x¯, p¯) and thus to implement measure-
ments in different mutually unbiased bases of the corre-
sponding logical space. Note that, in contrary to logical
operations introduced in [10], the operators (32) perform
well not only on the subspace spanned by perfect GKP
states but also on the space spanned by the more general
logical states |0L〉 and |1L〉. A proposal of an experi-
mental implementation of these rotation operations us-
ing the spatial distribution of single photons is discussed
in Sec. IV B.
IV. PROPOSAL OF EXPERIMENTAL
IMPLEMENTATIONS
In the following, we assume that the coordinates xˆ and
pˆ refer to the transverse position and momentum of a sin-
gle photon. These variables are related to the object or
source plane (position plane) and the Fourier plane (mo-
mentum plane) of a single-photon field. If we remain in
the paraxial approximation, sin θ ≈ θ (see Fig. 1(c)), the
wave function of this field can be seen as the wave func-
tion of a single point particle, here being the photon. We
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FIG. 3: (color online) Scheme showing the production, pro-
cessing and detection of the transverse degrees of single pho-
tons. The photons are produced in a source (S) and then
send through a lens systems (LS) in order to prepare them in
approximate plane waves. Further on, a periodic refraction
grating prepares the photon’s transverse wave function in a
periodic state. The photons can be manipulated using a spa-
tial light modulator (SLM) implementing the unitary opera-
tion UˆSLM, or optionally FˆUˆSLMFˆ† if placing lenses (L1,L2)
before and after the SLM. Finally, the photons are measured
with a spatially resolving detector (D).
restrict ourselves to the one dimensional case because the
Hilbert space associated to the two dimensional spatial
photon field is a tensor product of the Hilbert spaces as-
sociated with the two orthogonal transverse directions of
the photon [32]. A general quantum state of the trans-
verse momentum (or position) of the photon can be writ-
ten in the modular basis, as shown in (A8).
A. Creation of states with periodic wave function
1. Single photons
One major advantage in using the transverse degrees
of freedom of single photons is that we can very effi-
ciently produce states with a periodic wave function, as
those presented in Fig. 2. To do so, we simply pass
the photons through a periodic diffraction grating, as
indicated in Fig. 3. If the photon, which is impinging
on the grating, has a Gaussian transverse wave function
fG(x) ∝ e−(xκ)2/2, with width κ−1, and the transmis-
sion function of the grating is given by
∑
m ame
imx2pi/L,
where am = exp [− 12m2(2pi∆/L)2] with slit width ∆ and
distance L, the resulting wave function of the diffracted
photons has the form (10). Hence, by by adjusting the
slit widths and distances of the grating, we can produce
the logical qubit states |0〉L and |1〉L. In Fig. 3, the pho-
tons are sent through a lens system before the grating
in order to prepare them in approximate plane waves.
This allows us additionally to adjust the width κ−1 of
the Gaussian envelope of the wave function (10), which
corresponds to the quality of the prepared plane waves.
Experimentally gratings are often realized using spatial
light modulators (SLMs) (see Fig. 1(c)).
Note that the free propagation of the diffracted pho-
tons will lead to a blurring in the photon’s transverse
wave function. This effect is mainly due to the finite en-
velope of the photons transverse wave function and can
be minimized by improving the quality of the prepared
plane waves before the grating. The dependency of the
blurring on the number of irradiated slits was studied in
[33] by calculating the fidelity of the initially prepared
wave function with its revivals after multiples of a spe-
cific propagation distance, referred to as Talbot distance.
It was shown that, for currently available diffraction grat-
ings, a fidelity higher than 0.9 can be maintained for a
propagation distance of about 10 times the Talbot dis-
tance. For larger propagation distances one could possi-
bly improve the fidelity using the earlier mentioned GKP
error correction procedure to the transverse field of the
photons.
2. Entangled photon pairs
Once it is known how to prepare single photons in the
corresponding logical states |0L〉 and |1L〉, we can try to
entangle a pair of photons and further use it for the real-
ization of quantum information protocols. One possibil-
ity to do so is by producing polarization entangled states
in a type-2 parametric down-conversion process and sub-
sequently swapping the polarization entanglement to the
spatial distributions of the two photons, as suggested in
[20]. Therefore, the photons are sent through a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer made up of polarization depen-
dent beam-splitters, half- and quater-wave plates and
diffraction gratings. The output states of the interfer-
ometers will yield to 50% the desired spatially entangled
photons, while the other half of the emerging photons has
to be discarded. Details of the procedure can be found
in [20].
B. Logical operations realized by linear optical
elements
1. Spatial light modulator
All our following discussion about experimental im-
plementations of single qubit rotations or measurements
of readout observables rely on an optical element, called
spatial light modulator (SLM). A SLM consists usually of
some transparent or reflective screen that is divided into
a certain number of pixels whose diffraction index can
be adjusted individually. In this way, one can impose
spatial phase or amplitude modulations on a light beam
that is transmitted or reflected by the SLM. In partic-
ular, it is possible to implement operations of the form
UˆSLM = e
ih(xˆ), where h(x) is an arbitrary user-defined
function. Similarly, one can implement phase modula-
tions in momentum space by combining a SLM with the
Fourier transform Fˆ = eipi4 (xˆ2/d2+pˆ2d2), which itself is re-
alized optically with lenses, where d is related to the focal
length f of the lens and the wave length λ through the
relation d =
√
fλ/2pi (see also Fig. 3) [32].
82. Single qubit rotations
The above discussion leads us to a linear optical im-
plementation of the logical rotation operator
ei
φ
2 (Γˆ
1·n) = cos
(
φ
2
)
1 + i sin
(
φ
2
)
(Γˆ
1 · n), (33)
where Γˆ
1
= (Γˆ1x, Γˆ
1
y, Γˆ
1
z) and n = (nx, ny, nz) defines the
axis of rotation. We focus on rotation around the two
main axes corresponding to the operators Γˆz and Γˆx,
which by composition allow to implement any desired
single qubit rotation. Therefore, we remind the reader
that
Γˆ1z =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ σˆz(x¯, p¯)
=
∫ 3`/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯sz(x¯)|x¯, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|, (34)
with the step function sz(x¯) that takes the value +1 if
x¯ ∈ [−`/4, `/4[ and −1 if x¯ ∈ [`/4, 3`/4[. By means of the
discussion in the Appendix B 2 we know that Eq. (34)
reads in the position representation as follows:
Γˆ1z =
∫ ∞
−∞
dxsz(x)|x〉x〈x|x, (35)
where s(x) is a `-periodic rectangular function taking the
value +1 if x ∈ [−(2n)`/4, (2n)`/4[ and −1 if x ∈ [(2n+
1)`/4, (2n+ 1)3`/4[, with integers n. Hence, the rotation
operator (33) reads:
ei
φ
2 Γˆ
1
z =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx ei
φ
2 sz(x)|x〉x〈x|x, (36)
which is a simple position phase gate that can be imple-
mented through the SLM operation UˆSLM with h(x) =
φ
2 sz(x). Similarly, we can write
Γˆ1x =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ σˆx(x¯, p¯)
=
∫ 3`/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯sx(x¯, p¯)|x¯, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|, (37)
where sx(x¯, p¯) takes the value e
ip¯`/2 if x¯ ∈ [−`/4, `/4[
or eip¯`/2 if x¯ ∈ [`/4, 3`/4[. And again, by following the
arguments in Appendix B 2, we find that Eq. (37) can be
written in the momentum representation as
Γˆ1x =
∫ ∞
−∞
dp sx(p)|p〉p〈p|p, (38)
where sx(p) is a 4pi/`-periodic rectangular function tak-
ing the value +1 if p ∈ [−(2m)pi/`, (2m)pi`/4[ and −1 if
p ∈ [(2m+ 1)pi/`, (2m+ 1)3pi/`[, with integers m. From
Eq. (38) then follows directly
ei
φ
2 Γˆ
1
x =
∫ ∞
−∞
dp ei
φ
2 sx(p)|p〉p〈p|p, (39)
which is a position phase gate that can be implemented
with a SLM operation programmed with the function
h(x) = φ2 sx(x), sandwiched between two Fourier trans-
forms, as discussed previously.
C. Measuring the readout observables Γˆβ
1. Direct measurement
We first recall that the observables Γˆβ , with β = x, y, z,
correspond to phase space operators F (xˆ, pˆ) fulfilling
certain periodicity constraints, as discussed in the Ap-
pendix B 2. If we further consider only those readout
observables that can be expressed as a function of a gen-
eral quadrature xˆφ = sin (φ)xˆ + cos (φ)pˆ, we can write
them in the corresponding diagonal form
Fβ(xˆφ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dxFβ(x)|x〉φ〈x|φ (40)
where the subscript denotes the xˆφ-representation. Ex-
amples, as mentioned previously, are Γˆx = cos (pˆ`/2),
Γˆz = cos (2pixˆ/`) and Γˆy = cos (2pixˆ/`− pˆ`/2) =
cos [ 2pi` g(sin (φ
′)xˆ+ cos (φ′)pˆ)], being functions of xˆpi
2
,
xˆ0 and xˆφ′ , where g =
√
1 + `4/(4pi)2 and φ′ =
arctan [−`2/(4pi)]. Accordingly, the expectation value of
the operator (40) reads:
〈Fβ(xˆφ)〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
dxFβ(x) |〈x|φ|Ψ〉|2, (41)
which is solely determined by the probability density
pφ(x) = |〈x|φ|Ψ〉|2. We can reproduce the same reason-
ing in a bipartite system where we get for a product of
two readout observables Γˆβ ⊗ Γˆβ′ :
Fβ(xˆφ1)⊗ Fβ′(xˆφ2) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞
dx1dx2Fβ(x2)Fβ(x1)
× |x1〉φ|x2〉θ〈x1|φ1〈x2|φ2 (42)
and the corresponding expectation value:
〈Fβ(xˆφ1)⊗ Fβ′(xˆφ2)〉 =
∫∫ ∞
−∞
dx1dx2Fβ(x2)Fβ(x1)
× |〈x1|φ1〈x2|φ2 |Ψ〉|2, (43)
with the joint-probability density pφ1,φ2(x1, x2) =
|〈x1|φ1〈x2|φ2 |Ψ〉|2.
In an experimental setup with pairs of single photons
we can determine the position or momentum probabil-
ity densities p0(x) or ppi2 (p), by detecting the position
of the photons in the near- or far-field with respect to
the output plane of the source of the photons. Position
measurements of single photons can be performed either
by scanning a single photon counter in the transverse
plane of the photon or by using a single-photon sensitive
camera [34, 35]. Arbitrary quadratures xˆφ can be as-
sessed via fractional Fourier transforms realized with lens
9systems [36, 37], allowing to determine arbitrary distri-
butions pφ(x). Finally, we can use Eq. (41) to calculate
expectation values of the desired readout observables Γˆβ .
The same measurement schemes can be applied to
entangled pairs of photons (see Sec. IV A), using re-
spectively two single photon counters or two single pho-
ton sensitive cameras, in order to determine the joint-
probability distributions pφ1,φ2(x1, x2).
2. Indirect measurement
The expectation values of the observables Γˆβ , β =
x, y, z, can also be measured indirectly. Figure 4 (a)
shows the quantum circuit that allows for a indirect mea-
surement of the expectation values of (28) in their general
form by coupling the CV system to an ancilla qubit and
performing controlled unitary operations. In the follow-
ing, we assume that the spectrum of the operators Γˆβ
is bounded by one. Let us define the following POVM
elements (effects):
Eˆ+ =
1
2
(1 + Γˆβ) (44)
Eˆ− =
1
2
(1− Γˆβ) (45)
which satisfy the relation Eˆ+ + Eˆ− = 1. The probability
to obtain the outcome + or − is thus given by p+ = 〈Eˆ+〉
or p− = 〈Eˆ−〉 = 1−p+, respectively, and we can calculate
〈Γˆβ〉 = 〈Eˆ+〉 − 〈Eˆ−〉 = p+ − p−. Hence, the expectation
value of every Γˆβ can always be measured in terms of a
two-valued POVM. More generally, if the spectrum of Γˆβ
is bounded between γ− and γ+, one can simply rescale
the spectrum of the corresponding POVM to reproduce
the same argument [31].
Consider the quantum circuit shown in Fig. 4(a) which
implements the operation
|Ψ〉|0〉 → 1
2
(1 + Uˆ)|Ψ〉|0〉+ 1
2
(1− Uˆ)|Ψ〉|1〉 (46)
on the initial state |Ψ〉|0〉. Hence, by measuring the an-
cilla state in the basis |0/1〉, we project the system state
onto |Ψ±〉 = Dˆ±|Ψ〉 = 12 (1± Uˆ)|Ψ〉 with the probability
p0/1 = 〈Ψ±|Ψ±〉 = 〈Ψ|Dˆ†±Dˆ±|Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|Eˆ±|Ψ〉, which is
equivalent to measuring the POVM Eˆ± with the corre-
sponding effects Dˆ±. With a general unitary operator
Uˆ = eig(xˆ,pˆ), where g(xˆ, pˆ) is a real function of posi-
tion and momentum operator, we can also write Eˆ± =
1
2{1 ± cos [g(xˆ, pˆ)]}, leading to p+ − p− = 〈cos [g(xˆ, pˆ)]〉.
Now, in order to measure any of the observables Γˆβ , we
define g(xˆ, pˆ) = arccos (F (xˆ, pˆ)), with the corresponding
phase-space operator Fβ(xˆ, pˆ) (see Appendix B 2), yield-
ing p+ − p− = 〈Fβ(xˆ, pˆ)〉 = 〈Γˆβ〉.
The above measurement strategy can be straightfor-
wardly implemented with single photons passing through
L L
SLM
BS
BS
FIG. 4: (color online) (a) Quantum circuit allowing for the
measurement of the observables (28). Hˆ depict Hadamard
gates and a controlled unitary gate Uˆ is applied if the an-
cilla is in the state |0〉. The expectation value of (28) is given
by p0 − p1, where p0 (p1) are the probabilities of detecting
the ancilla in the state |0〉 (|1〉). In the case of the specific
example mentioned in the text we choose Uˆ = Xˆ, Yˆ , Zˆ.
(b) Proposal of an experimental implementation of circuit (a)
using the spatial field of single photons passing through a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Controlled unitaries are real-
ized by linear optical transformations inserted in one arm of
the interferometer. Unitaries of the form eih(xˆ) or eih(pˆ) can
be implemented using a SLM and lenses (L) allowing us to
switch from the position to the momentum space.
balanced Mach-Zehnder interferometers, as depicted in
Fig. 4(b). Therein, the spatial distribution of the single
photons represent the CV system and the path of the
interferometer the state of the ancilla. Controlled uni-
tary operations are realized via linear optical elements
placed in one of the arms of the interferometer, and mea-
surements of the ancilla state by detecting photons that
exit form one of the two output ports using single photon
bucket detectors.
A SLM, with the option of additionally placing it in
the Fourier plane between to lenses, allows us to perform
arbitrary position or momentum phase gates, eih(xˆ) or
eih(pˆ), where h(·) is user defined on the SLM. As dis-
cussed previously x and p can be considered as the near-
and far-field variables with respect to the output plane
of the source. Phase gates eih(xˆφ) in terms of an arbi-
trary quadrature xˆφ = sin (φ)xˆ+ cos (φ)pˆ can be realized
through fractional Fourier transform before and after the
SLM [36, 37]. Hence, we have the ability to implement
a broad class of unitaries on the spatial distribution of
the photons allowing us to measure expectation values
through p+ − p− = 〈cos [h(xˆφ)]〉, yielding 〈Γˆβ〉.
At this point we note that the direct measurement of
the observables Γˆβ , as described in this section, is less ex-
pensive in terms of the number of measurements needed
in order to determine the expectation values 〈Γˆβ〉, as
compared to the indirect measurement strategy intro-
duced in the previous section [38, 39]. Moreover, there is
no need for a spatially resolving detection of the photons.
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V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We presented a general framework which allows us to
encode, manipulate and readout discrete quantum infor-
mation in phase space in terms of continuous variables
states. This is possible by using the modular variables
formalism that naturally leads to an intuitive definition
of a qubit and the necessary universal manipulations.
We demonstrate its strong relationship with the GKP
formalism, and show that as far as one is interested in
performing quantum protocols involving expectation val-
ues of bounded periodic observables, so called modular
variables, it is possible to encode binary quantum infor-
mation in more general states than the GKP ones. A
possible experimental implementation using the trans-
verse degrees of freedom of single photons was discussed,
as well.
From a fundamental point of view, our framework
shows how to reveal naturally discrete structures of states
and operations written in a continuous variable repre-
sentation. Furthermore, it provides a unifying formalism
that shows how, in general, measurements of modular
variables can be employed in quantum information proto-
cols. Finally, an application of our ideas in hybrid quan-
tum systems, which use CV besides some discrete degree
of freedom, as is the case for single photons, could be ad-
vantageous for future experimental implementations of
quantum information protocols.
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Appendix A: Identifying qubits in the modular
variables representation
To show, that every state in the modular representa-
tion can indeed be written as in Eq. (14), we start from
Eq. (8) and split the integration over x¯ into two equally
sized domains:
|Ψ〉 =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ ψ(x¯, p¯)|x¯, p¯〉
+ ψ(x¯+ `/2, p¯)|x¯+ `/2, p¯〉. (A1)
Next, we redefine the complex modular wave function
ψ(x¯, p¯) = |ψ(x¯, p¯)|eiϕ(x¯,p¯) in the following way:
ψ(x¯, p¯) := f(x¯, p¯) cos (θ(x¯, p¯)/2), (A2)
ψ(x¯+ `/2, p¯) := f(x¯, p¯)eiφ(x¯,p¯) sin (θ(x¯, p¯)/2). (A3)
where f(x¯, p¯) = |f(x¯, p¯)|ei(x¯,p¯) is complex amplitude,
and (x¯, p¯), θ(x¯, p¯) and φ(x¯, p¯) are real functions, all de-
fined on the domain [0, `/2[. These functions directly
relate to the modular wave function ψ(x¯, p¯) through:
|f(x¯, p¯)| =
√
|ψ(x¯, p¯)|2 + |ψ(x¯+ `/2, p¯)|2, (A4)
(x¯, p¯) = ϕ(x¯, p¯), (A5)
and
θ(x¯, p¯) = 2 arccot
∣∣∣∣ ψ(x¯, p¯)ψ(x¯+ `/2, p¯)
∣∣∣∣, (A6)
φ(x¯, p¯) = ϕ(x¯+ `/2, p¯)− ϕ(x¯, p¯). (A7)
Hence, we can express every state as:
|Ψ〉 =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯f(x¯, p¯)|Ψ(x¯, p¯)〉, (A8)
with
|Ψ(x¯, p¯)〉 = cos (θ(x¯, p¯)
2
)|x¯, p¯〉
+ sin (
θ(x¯, p¯)
2
)eiφ(x¯,p¯)|x¯+ `/2, p¯〉. (A9)
Later on we will, for technical reasons, express cer-
tain operators in a slightly modified basis defined as
{||x¯, p¯〉, ||x¯+ `/2, p¯〉} = {e−ip¯`/4|x¯, p¯〉, eip¯`/4|x¯ + `/2, p¯〉},
which involve additional p¯-dependent phase factors which
can be absorbed in the definition of the wave function
f(x¯, p¯). In the case of the above discussed example of a
comb of Gaussian spikes with Gaussian enelope f(x¯, p¯)
becomes a Gaussians with periodic boundary conditions.
Note that it is equivalently possible to define such a
qubit structure in terms of the modular momentum p¯. In
this case, one splits the integration over p¯, in Eq. (A1),
into two parts and obtains a similar result to Eqs. (A8)
and (A9), now with
|Ψp(x¯,p¯)〉 = cos (θp(x¯, p¯)
2
)|x¯, p¯〉
+ sin (
θp(x¯, p¯)
2
)eiφp(x¯,p¯)|x¯, p¯+ pi/`〉. (A10)
where the p-subscripts in Eq. (A10) refer to the split-
ting with respect to p¯. Furthermore, this intrinsic qubit
structure can be generalized to qudit systems by split-
ting the integration in Eq. (A1) into d-parts instead of
two, as discussed also in [30]. However, in the context of
this work we will restrict ourselves to the above presented
case of d = 2.
Appendix B: State readout with modular variables
1. Definition and important relations
The readout of the encoded logical state can be per-
formed using the observables defined in Eq. (28) of the
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main text. For convenience, we reproduce their definition
here:
Γˆβ =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ ζβ(x¯, p¯)σˆβ(x¯, p¯), (B1)
where
σˆx(x¯, p¯) = ||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯||+ ||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯||, (B2)
σˆz(x¯, p¯) = ||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|| − ||x¯+ `/2, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯||, (B3)
σˆy(x¯, p¯) = i(||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯|| − ||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯||),
(B4)
where ζβ(x¯, p¯) are real functions defined on the domain
[−`/4, `/4[×[−pi/`, pi/`[. In Sec. B 2 we will show which
class of general phase space operators F (xˆ, pˆ) obey such
a representation, however, for the moment we take their
form as granted to discuss several important properties.
First, we note that the matrix elements of the operators
(B2), (B3) and (B4) read:
〈x¯′, p¯′|σˆz(x¯0, p¯0)|x¯, p¯〉 = δ(p¯− p¯0)δ(p¯′ − p¯0)
×
[
δ(x¯− x¯0)δ(x¯′ − x¯0)− δ(x¯− `
2
− x¯0)δ(x¯′ − `
2
− x¯0)
]
, (B5)
〈x¯′, p¯′|σˆx(x¯0, p¯0)|x¯, p¯〉 = δ(p¯− p¯0)δ(p¯′ − p¯0)
×
[
δ(x¯′ − x¯0)δ(x¯− `
2
− x¯0)e−ip¯`/2 + δ(x¯′ − `
2
− x¯0)δ(x¯− x¯0)eip¯`/2
]
, (B6)
〈x¯′, p¯′|σˆy(x¯0, p¯0)|x¯, p¯〉 = −iδ(p¯− p¯0)δ(p¯′ − p¯0)
×
[
δ(x¯′ − x¯0)δ(x¯− `
2
− x¯0)e−ip¯`/2 − δ(x¯′ − `
2
− x¯0)δ(x¯− x¯0)eip¯`/2
]
. (B7)
Now, using Eqs. (B2)-(B7), we can show that the (x¯, p¯)-
dependent Pauli matrices σα(x¯, p¯), with α = x, y, z, fulfill
the relation:
σˆβ(x¯, p¯)σˆβ(x¯
′, p¯′) = δ(x¯′ − x¯)δ(p¯′ − p¯)
×
[
i
∑
γ=x,y,z
εαβγ σˆγ(x¯, p¯) + δα,β1(x¯, p¯)
]
(B8)
where α, β = x, y, z and 1(x¯, p¯) = ||x¯, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|| +
||x¯+ `/2, p¯〉〈x¯+ `/2, p¯||. The relation (B8) resembles the
one of a real Pauli algebra with additional δ functions en-
suring that the products of Pauli operators correspond-
ing to different subspaces, labeled by (x¯, p¯) and (x¯′, p¯′),
respectively, vanish. Further on, we can calculate the ex-
pectation value of the observables (B1) with respect to
an arbitrary CV state expressed in the modular repre-
sentation (10), yielding:
〈Γˆx〉 =
∫∫∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯ dx¯1dx¯2
∫∫∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ dp¯1dp¯2 ζx(x¯, p¯)f
∗(x¯1, p¯1)f(x¯2, p¯2)
× 〈Ψ(x¯1, p¯1)|σˆx(x¯, p¯)|Ψ(x¯2, p¯2)〉
=
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ ζx(x¯, p¯)|f(x¯, p¯)|2 sin θ(x¯, p¯) cosφ(x¯, p¯), (B9)
In the second step of the computation (B9) we dropped
terms that are proportional to cross products of δ func-
tions as, for instance, δ(x¯1 + `/2 − x¯)δ(x¯ − x¯2), be-
cause, upon integration of x¯1 and x¯2 over the interval
[−`/4, `/4[, such terms are only nonzero in a single point
being a set of measure zero, and thus the integration
vanishes. Equivalently, the expectation values of the ob-
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servables Γˆy and Γˆz read:
〈Γˆy〉 =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ ζy(x¯, p¯)|f(x¯, p¯)|2
× sin θ(x¯, p¯) sinφ(x¯, p¯), (B10)
〈Γˆz〉 =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ βz(x¯, p¯)|f(x¯, p¯)|2
× cos θ(x¯, p¯). (B11)
Or in vector notation we can write
〈Γˆ〉 =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ ζβ(x¯, p¯)|f(x¯, p¯)|2ϑ(x¯, p¯) (B12)
with
ϑ(x¯, p¯) =(ϑx(x¯, p¯), ϑy(x¯, p¯), ϑz(x¯, p¯))
=(sin θ(x¯, p¯) cosφ(x¯, p¯),
sin θ(x¯, p¯) sinφ(x¯, p¯), cos θ(x¯, p¯)). (B13)
Further on, by summing over the squares of the expecta-
tion values (B9), (B10) and (B11) we can show:
〈Γˆ〉2 =〈Γˆx〉2 + 〈Γˆy〉2 + 〈Γˆz〉2
=
∫∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯dx¯′
∫∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯dp¯′
∑
β=x,y,z
|f(x¯, p¯)|2|f(x¯′, p¯′)|2ζβ(x¯, p¯)ζβ(x¯′, p¯′)
× vβ(x¯, p¯)vβ(x¯′, p¯′)
≤
∫∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯x¯′
∫∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯dp¯′
∑
β=x,y,z
|f(x¯, p¯)|2|f(x¯′, p¯′)|2ζβ(x¯, p¯)ζβ(x¯′, p¯′)
× 1
2
[vβ(x¯, p¯)
2 + vβ(x¯
′, p¯′)2]
≤(max
x¯,p¯,β
|ζβ(x¯, p¯)|
)2 ∫∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯x¯′
∫∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯dp¯′|f(x¯, p¯)|2|f(x¯′, p¯′)|2
× 1
2
 ∑
β=x,y,z
v2β(x¯, p¯) +
∑
β=x,y,z
v2β(x¯
′, p¯′)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
=
(
max
x¯,p¯,β
|ζβ(x¯, p¯)|
)2(∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ |f(x¯, p¯)|2
)2
≤ (max
x¯,p¯,β
|ζβ(x¯, p¯)|
)2
, (B14)
where we use that [ϑβ(x¯, p¯) − ϑβ(x¯′, p¯′)]2 ≥ 0 and that
the Bloch vector of a pure qubit state is normalized to
1. For the example discussed in the main text, we have
maxx¯,p¯,β |ζβ(x¯, p¯)| = 1, which shows that 〈Γˆ〉 is contained
in a unit sphere.
2. Conditions on phase space operators to obey the
form (B1)
Let’s consider an arbitrary observable in phase space,
i.e. a valid function of the position and momentum op-
erator, expressed in the modular basis:
F (xˆ, pˆ) =
∫∫ `
0
dx¯dx¯′
∫∫ 2pi
`
0
dp¯dp¯′
× 〈x¯, p¯|F (xˆ, pˆ)|x¯′, p¯′〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡f(x¯,p¯;x¯′,p¯′)
|x¯, p¯〉〈x¯′, p¯′|. (B15)
with the matrix elements f(x¯, p¯; x¯′, p¯′), which, by using
the definition of the modular eigenstates in Eq. (3), can
be expressed as
F (x¯, p¯; x¯′, p¯′) =
`
2pi
∞∑
ν,µ=−∞
e
i
h¯ (p¯
′µ−p¯ ν)`
× 〈x¯+ ν`|F (xˆ, pˆ)|x¯′ + µ`〉. (B16)
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Further on, if we assume that the function F (xˆ, pˆ) is pe-
riodic with respect to xˆ and pˆ with period ` and 2pi/`,
respectively, we can rewrite it as a double Fourier series:
F (xˆ, pˆ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∞∑
m=−∞
dn,me
2piinxˆ/L−iL′mpˆ (B17)
where dn,m are the complex Fourier coefficients obeying
the normalization condition
∑∞
n=−∞
∑∞
m=−∞ |dn,m|2 =
1, and we have, by definition, F (x + L′, p + 2pi/L) =
F (x, p). In the following, we discuss how one can con-
struct the observables (B1) from periodic operators of
the form F (xˆ, pˆ).
a. Γˆz-operator
To start, we assume a modular operator that is diag-
onal in the modular position and momentum with the
following matrix elements:
Fz(x¯, p¯; x¯
′, p¯′) = δ(x¯− x¯′) δ(p¯− p¯′) F˜z(x¯, p¯), (B18)
which fulfill the periodicity condition F˜z(x¯, p¯) = −F˜z(x¯−
l
2 , p¯). Then we obtain
Fz(xˆ, pˆ) =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ F˜z(x¯, p¯)
× (|x¯, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯| − |x¯+ `
2
, p¯〉〈x¯+ `
2
, p¯|)
=
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ F˜z(x¯, p¯)σˆz(x¯, p¯) ≡ Γˆz. (B19)
where we defined (for − `4 ≤ x¯ < `4 and −pi` ≤ p¯ < pi` )
σˆz(x¯, p¯) = e
+iθ− |x¯, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|e−iθ−
− e+iθ+ |x¯+ `
2
, p¯〉〈x¯+ `
2
, p¯|e−iθ+ , (B20)
with the phases θ± = θ±(x¯, p¯) which, up to now, can
assume any value. Now, if we assume a phase space op-
erator of the form (B17), with L = L′ = `, and use Eq.
(B16) we get
Fz(x¯, p¯; x¯
′, p¯′) =
`
2pi
∞∑
ν,µ,n,m=−∞
ei(p¯
′µ−p¯ν)`dn,m
× 〈x¯+ ν`|e2piinxˆ/`−i`mpˆ|x¯′ + µ`〉
=F˜ (x¯, p¯)δ(x¯− x¯′)δ(p¯− p¯′). (B21)
where we used
∑∞
µ=−∞ e
i(p¯′−p¯)µ` = 2pi` δ(p¯− p¯′). We thus
find that periodic phase space operators with periodicity
` and 2pi/` in xˆ and pˆ, respectively, lead to diagonal oper-
ators in the modular representation with matrix elements
F˜ (x¯, p¯) =
∑∞
n,m=−∞ dn,me
2piinx¯−ip¯m`e−ipinm. Moreover,
to obtain the operator Γˆz, the condition F˜ (x¯+ `/2, p¯) =
−F˜ (x¯, p¯) needs to be enforced as well. The latter is true
if dn,m = 0, for all even n, leading to the following form
of the diagonal elements in Eq. (B18):
F˜z(x¯, p¯) =
∞∑
n′,m=−∞
d2n′+1,me
2pii(2n′+1)x¯′/`−ip¯m`e−ipim,
(B22)
which correspond to the phase space observable:
Fz(xˆ, pˆ) =
∞∑
n′,m=−∞
d2n′+1,mDˆ(`m, 2pi(2n+ 1)/`).
(B23)
Hence, with Eq. (B23) we provide a specific class of mod-
ular variables which in the modular representation can be
expressed in the form of Γˆz, with ζz(x¯, p¯) chosen accord-
ing to Eq. (B22). A particular example of the observ-
able (B23) is given by choosing only two nonzero coeffi-
cients d+1,0 = 1/2 and d−1,0 = 1/2, leading to Fz(xˆ, pˆ) =
cos (2pixˆ/`) = Re(Zˆ) and Fz(x¯, p¯) = cos (2pix¯/`).
b. Γˆx-operator
Next, we consider a modular operator defined by the
matrix elements
Fx(x¯, p¯; x¯
′, p¯′) = F˜x(x¯, p¯)δ(p¯− p¯′)
×
{
e+iκx(x¯,p¯) δ(x¯− (x¯′ + `/2)), for −`/4 ≤ x¯ ≤ `/4
e−iκx(x¯,p¯) δ(x¯− (x¯′ − `/2)), for `/4 ≤ x¯ ≤ 3`/4 ,
(B24)
with the periodicity properties F˜x(x¯ +
`
2 , p¯) = F˜x(x¯, p¯)
and κx(x¯+
`
2 , p¯) = κx(x¯, p¯), leading to
Fx(xˆ, pˆ) =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ F˜x(x¯, p¯)
× (e+iκx(x¯,p¯)|x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `
2
, p¯|+ e−iκx(x¯,p¯)|x¯+ `
2
, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|)
=
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ F˜x(x¯, p¯)σˆx(x¯, p¯) ≡ Γˆx, (B25)
where we defined
σˆx(x¯, p¯) =e
+iθ− |x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `
2
, p¯|e−iθ+
+ e+iθ+ |x¯+ `
2
, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|e−iθ− , (B26)
with θ+(x¯, p¯)− θ−(x¯, p¯) = κx(x¯, p¯).
Further on, we want to find the conditions on the gen-
eral periodic phase space operator (B17), such that it
can be brought in the form (B25). Therefore, we assume
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L = L′ = `/2 and dn,m = 0, for all even m, which yields:
Fx(x¯,p¯; x¯
′, p¯′) =
`
2pi
∞∑
ν,µ,n,m=−∞
dn,2m+1e
i(p¯′µ−p¯ν)`
× 〈x¯+ ν`|e4piinxˆ/`−i`(2m+1)pˆ/2|x¯′ + µ`〉
=
`
2pi
∞∑
ν,µ,n,m=−∞
dn,2m+1e
i(p¯′µ−p¯ν)`eipine4piinx¯
′/`
×
[
〈x¯+ ν`|x¯′ + `
2
+ (µ+m)`〉Θ1(x¯′) +
〈x¯+ ν`|x¯′ − `
2
+ (µ+m+ 1)`〉Θ2(x¯′)
]
, (B27)
where we split up the domain of x¯′ with the two rect-
angular functions Θ1(x¯) = Θ(x¯+ `/4)−Θ(x¯− `/4) and
Θ2(x¯) = Θ(x¯ − `/4) − Θ(x¯ − 3`/4), defined in terms of
the Heaviside stepfunction Θ(x¯′). With this Eq. (B27)
becomes:
Fx(x¯,p¯; x¯
′, p¯′) =
`
2pi
∞∑
ν,µ,n,m=−∞
dn,2m+1e
i(p¯′µ−p¯ν)`eipin
× e4piinx¯′/`
[
δ(x¯− (x¯′ + `
2
))δν,µ+mΘ1(x¯
′)
+ δ(x¯− (x¯′ − `
2
))δν,µ+m+1Θ2(x¯
′)
]
=F˜x(x¯, p¯)δ(p¯− p¯′)
×
{
e+ip¯`/2 δ(x¯+ `/2− x¯′), for − `4 ≤ x¯ ≤ `4
e−ip¯`/2 δ(x¯− `/2− x¯′), for `4 ≤ x¯ ≤ 3`4
,
(B28)
where
F˜x(x¯, p¯) =
∞∑
n,m=−∞
dn,2m+1e
ipine4piinx¯−ip¯
`
2 (2m+1).
(B29)
We thus find that all operators of the form
Fx(xˆ, pˆ) =
∞∑
n,m=−∞
dn,2m+1Dˆ(`(2m+ 1)/2, 4pin/`),
(B30)
where we set L = L′ = `/2 and dn,m = 0, for all even
m, can be expressed as Γˆx with ζx(x¯, p¯) = F˜x(x¯, p¯) and
κx(x¯, p¯) = p¯`/2. An example of Eq. (B30) is given by
the operator Re(Xˆ) = cos pˆ`/2, where only d0,1 = 1/2
and d0,−1 = 1/2 are nonzero, which is equal to Γˆx with
ζx(x¯, p¯) = Fx(x¯, p¯) = cos p¯`/2.
c. Γˆy-operator
Finally, we consider a modular operator defined by the
matrix elements
Fy(x¯, p¯; x¯
′, p¯′) = F˜y(x¯, p¯)δ(p¯− p¯′)
×
{
(+i)e+iκy(x¯,p¯) δ(x¯− (x¯′ + `/2)), for − `4 ≤ x¯ ≤ `4
(−i)e−iκy(x¯,p¯) δ(x¯− (x¯′ − `/2)), for `4 ≤ x¯ ≤ 3`4
,
(B31)
with the periodicity properties F˜y(x¯+
`
2 , p¯) = −F˜y(x¯, p¯)
and κy(x¯+
`
2 , p¯) = κy(x¯, p¯), leading to
Fy(xˆ, pˆ) =
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ F˜y(x¯, p¯)
× i
[
e−iκx(x¯,p¯)|x¯+ `
2
, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯| − eiκx(x¯,p¯)|x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `
2
, p¯|
]
=
∫ `/4
−`/4
dx¯
∫ pi/`
−pi/`
dp¯ F˜y(x¯, p¯)σˆx(x¯, p¯) ≡ Γˆy. (B32)
where we defined
σˆy(x¯, p¯) = + e
+iθ+ |x¯+ `
2
, p¯〉〈x¯, p¯|e−iθ−
− ie+iθ− |x¯, p¯〉〈x¯+ `
2
, p¯|e−iθ+ , (B33)
with θ−(x¯, p¯) − θ+(x¯, p¯) = κy(x¯, p¯) = κx(x¯, p¯). Further
on, consider the phase space operator (B17), with L =
`/2 and L′ = `, yielding the matrix elements
Fy(x¯,p¯; x¯
′, p¯′) =
`
2pi
∞∑
ν,µ,n,m=−∞
ei(p¯
′µ−p¯ν)`dn,m
× 〈x¯+ ν`|e4piinxˆ/`−i`mpˆ/2|x¯′ + µ`〉
=F˜y(x¯, p¯)δ(p¯− p¯′)
×
[
ieip¯`/2δ(x¯− (x¯′ + `/2))Θ1(x¯)
+ie−ip¯`/2δ(x¯− (x¯′ − `/2))Θ2(x¯)
]
, (B34)
with
F˜y(x¯, p¯) =
∞∑
n,m=−∞
d2n+1,2m+1
× eipi(n+m)e2pii(2n+1)x¯−ip¯(2m+1)`/2. (B35)
We thus find that all operators of the form
Fy(xˆ, pˆ) =
∞∑
n,m=−∞
d2n+1,2m+1
× Dˆ( `
2
(2m+ 1),
2pi
`
(2n+ 1)), (B36)
where we set L = `/2, L′ = ` and dn,m = 0, for all
even n and m, can be expressed as Γˆy with ζy(x¯, p¯) =
15
F˜y(x¯, p¯) and κy(x¯, p¯) = p¯`/2. An example of Eq. (B36)
is given by Re(Yˆ ) = cos (2pi/`xˆ− pˆ`/2), corresponding
to the case where only d1,1 = 1/2 and d−1,−1 = −1/2 are
nonzero, which is equal to Γˆy with ζy(x¯, p¯) = Fy(x¯, p¯) =
cos (2pi/`x¯− p¯`/2).
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